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Prior to integrating (4), a simplified and physically revealing version can be obtained through the variable transformation; cose = (cos/3 -e)/(1-ecos0),
where ß is the so called "Eccentric Anomaly", a nomenclature originating from the devalopment of this equation in Orbital Mechanics. The magnitude of e defined by (5) is constant for values between zero and one, and for the purposes of Azimuth Homing assumes the role of Xsina or (1/Xsina) depending upon the application.
Target Seeking Trajectories: e ■ Xsina for | Xsina | <1. Transforming (1), (2) and (4) to r, ß space yields;
Equation (8) is integrated directly to give; r = Ksec^d-ecos/Jllsecß+tanßlt^'-^J/n-e*)]^ where K is an integration constant.
(6)
(8)
The effect of the ß transformation can now be appreciated by allowing e, in equations (5) through (9) to approach zero white X is constrained to remain finite. In terms of physical coordinates this defines the special case of "Radial Homing". 4 A comparison between equations (6) and (9) for arbitrary e, with those produced when 6=0 reveals their similarity, particularly regarding equations (7) and (9). It can be concluded, based on this similarity, that Azimuth Homing, constrained such that | Xsina I <1, is a general
form of Radial Homing when viewed in r -ß apace. Therefore, the terminal state capabilities of Radial Homing derived from the physical plane establishes these characteristics for an entire Azimuth Homing family. The significant features of thsse trajectories are summarized as follows.
Launched at sufficient altitude, an Azimuth Homing system will reach the target or homing point prior to impact xovided it has the ability to penetrate the wind, i.e. when the systems "Generalized Wind Penetration Parameter" [X'-e'/l-e 2 ] /4 >1. At target arrival the absolute or resultant velocity vector will be aligned in a negative sense alof he ß ■ -»72 ray. The arbitrary alignment of th* wind velocity with the y axis, which assisted in the formulation of the basic theory, has no bearing on these results. Any other axis selection merely constitutes a rotation of the resulting trajectory relative TO these pnmarv coordinates producing no effect on the end state. The terminal characteristics, (r*0, 0=-TT/2), are also essentially independent of initial homing conditions determined by the algebraic sign of e.
Orbital Trajectortas: e ■ (1/Xsina) for I OAsina) | <1, Transforming (1), (2) and (4) to r -ß space yields; 
and, dr/r -(b/tl-^l^d^-dUcosßl/d-ecosß),
where b ■ etna.
Equation (12) is integrated directly to give:
where G is an integration constant "N
*f
The net behavior of (13) can be determined by considering separately, the properties of the trigonometric and exponential factor* which combine to form r. The quantity (1 -ecosß) is identified as a polar representation describing one if the Limacon'sof Pascal, thereby defining a closed curve in the r -ß plane. The equivalent figure in physical coordinates is an ellipse and comprises the entire trajectory when a is allowed to assume either of its extreme values (i.e. when a * ±ir/2). Overall, angular motion relative to the target can be positive or negative depending upon the arbitrary s : gn of the radial offset angle a. Regardless of the sense of change in ß or 8, the argument of e remains negative. Consequently, the exponential terms always acts as a damping factor, continually suppressing radial excusions in successive cycles about the focal point. Given the nature of the functions defining (13), the trajectories so generated may be properly termed "Elliptic Spirals".
LAUNCH CRITERIA
it is now desirable to obtain solutions in terms of the time or altitude coordinate. Such relationships will be necessary in order to identify spacial locations compatible with the trajectories previously obtained. Returning to equations (2), urtd (3);
■ where r is now a known function of 9, or ß.
Solutions to (14), which exist at least in principle, can now be attempted for both the Target Seeking and Target Orbiting cases.
Time Integral:
Two forms of aquation (14) are generated by the respective utilization of equations (7/ and (9) or equations (11) and (13). The Target Seeking form of (14) is;
The Target Orbiting Version of (14) becomes; homing point in a captured spiral orbit, or to achieve absolute target convergence in the horizontal plane. Since guidance is derived exclusively through management of flight direction, consistent accuracy will not be possible in general circumstances. However, a scheme employing this form of guidance ugmented by computations utilizing position measurements could be used to control the entire flight. The radial Offset Angle (a), being capable of discrete variation, can be utilized so as to adjust the trajectory to account for uncontrollable changes in wind velocity. The Wind Penetration Parameter (X) may also be considered as a control parameter assuming some L/D modulation were possible. Theoretically, and within the spacial locations where terminal solutions to the Azimuth Homing problem exist, the entire landing state could be controlled.
